Working In Partnership

Ouse Washes
The Ouse Washes Flood Storage
Reservoir (FSR) is located on the River
Great Ouse north east of Huntingdon.
The Dutch Engineer, Sir Cornelius
Vermuyden, originally created the Ouse
Washes over 350 years ago for the purpose
of storing flood water and played a major
role in turning the Fens into agricultural land.
The Washes spans more than ten parishes
and two counties. As well as being one of the
country’s largest flood defence systems, it is
an internationally important nature reserve
attracting visitors for wildlife and recreation.
The Ouse Washes is maintained by the
Environment Agency (river, embankments
and other structures), private landowners
and the Hundred Foot Washes Internal
Drainage Board (riparian habitat).

The Environment Agency is
responsible for its operation and
maintenance. It is approximately:
• 30km (19 miles) long
• up to 0.8km (0.5 miles) wide
• providing 1,900 hectares (approximately
4,700 acres) of land between the banks
• Middle Level Barrier Bank and Cradge
Bank form the two dams of the reservoir

Ouse Washes
As with similar areas in the Netherlands,
much of the Fens originally consisted of
fresh or salt-water wetlands which were first
drained in the 1600s to create valuable land
for farming. Today the Great Ouse Fens
has become a major agricultural region in
Britain for grains and vegetables. It contains
large areas of lowland wetland with unique
and internationally significant wildlife, and
has one of the richest legacies of flood risk
and drainage management in the country.

1,900 hectares (approximately 4,700
acres) of land between the banks. The
Middle Level Barrier Bank and the Cradge
Bank form the two dams of the reservoir.
Earith Sluice regulates flow entering
the Old Bedford River and the Ouse
Washes. Welmore Lake Sluice and
Welches Dam pumping station maintain
a defined water level in the Washes. The
Ouse Washes is confined by the Middle
Level Barrier Bank (Old Bedford) and
the Cradge Bank (Hundred Foot River).
Together these structures form the flood
storage reservoir and are registered
under the Reservoirs Act 1975 (the Act).

With climate change projections, and
many of the flood and water management
structures in the Fens coming to the end
of their design life, a strategic and longterm
approach is needed. This will require
changes to current flood risk and drainage
There are 3 roads that cross the Ouse
activities coupled with significant investment. Washes. These roads are called wash
roads and are located at Earith, Sutton
This programme is looking at the
Gault and Welney. When the Ouse Washes
adaptive approach needed to manage
is flooded these roads are under water.
this catchment to balance the needs of
people, the environment and agriculture,
When the water level in the reservoir
to ensure we create the right legacy
reaches the crest of the Cradge Bank it
for the next 100 years. This approach
is storing approximately 90,000,000m3
will identify the decisions which need
of water above the surrounding
to be taken now and those that will
ground. This is enough water to fill
need to be taken in the future. Utilising
Wembley Stadium 22 times.
innovative, coordinated and sustainable
solutions from landowners, businesses,
planning authorities, communities and
risk management authorities, to manage
this landscape for the long-term.
The Environment Agency is responsible
for its operation and maintenance. It is
approximately 30km (19 miles) long and
up to 0.8km (0.5 miles) wide providing

Ouse Washes

To access the Baseline Report click here.

Click here to view information
about the Ouse Washes Section
10 Works project here.

Environment
The Ouse Washes is one of the
largest remaining areas of lowland wet
grassland in the UK and holds notable
environmental value as a Site of Specific
Scientific Interest (SSSI), Special
Protection Area (SPA), Special Area of
Conservation (SAC) and a Ramsar site.
It is also important from an agricultural
aspect and is heavily grazed during the
summer. This grazing serves a dual
purpose as it facilitates the management
of the Washes by controlling vegetation
and maintaining the effective transfer of
floodwater; it also acts as an effective
technique to manage the grassland habitats
providing best conditions for the vast
array of bird species visiting the area.
Because of the importance of the
overwintering and breeding bird populations
on the Washes, we can only work on the
bank during a short period in the summer
to autumn months. This is from midJuly to the end of October each year.
We have been working closely with Natural
England, RSPB, the Wildlife Trust and
the Wildfowl & Wetlands Trust. This has
helped us to identify areas of temporary
impact that our works may have and
enabled us to put measures in place to
avoid unnecessary disturbance to wildlife.

An example of this is the wigeon. The wigeon
is a medium-sized duck with a round head
and small bill.
This protected species breeds in central &
northern Scotland and in northern England
but spends the winter on sites like the Ouse
Washes. The birds feed on the short grass of
the embankment and our works will temporarily
remove this habitat.
We have allocated an area of land local to the
Ouse Washes and prepared it to provide the
temporary grazing habitat whilst the new grass
establishes on the banks.

Middle Level Barrier
Bank Works
The Environment Agency must ensure
it complies with its legal duties to
maintain the reservoir dam (Middle Level
Barrier Bank) in a safe condition. An
inspection report identified measures
to be taken in the interests of safety
(MIOS) for the Ouse Washes.
These MIOS are a legal obligation under
the Reservoirs Act, 1975 and must
be implemented within the timescale
set by the Inspecting Engineer.

For reference, the Inspection Report
states the following about grass cover:
Average grass cover is not defined
in CIRIA 116 but, based on the
definitions for good and poor grass
cover, is suggested as follows:

• Even grass cover;
• Low proportion of non-grass weed
species (say <one third);
• May include small, isolated bare
patches, animal scratchings, burrows
The most recent inspection includes
the following recommendations:
or mole hills, which are routinely
dealt with (say, annually);
i). The crest of the Middle Level Barrier Bank • Mown throughout the growing season but
should be raised to provide a general
grass may occasionally exceed 150mm;
level which permits no still water overflow • Small accumulations of grass
for a 1 in 1,000 or 1 in 10,000 probability
cuttings or leaf litter.
water level depending on the location, and
include an allowance for waves. This
shall be completed at the latest by
31st December 2022.
ii).The ground profile and grass cover on
the crest and outer face of the Middle
Level Barrier Bank should be developed
to provide erosion resistance equivalent
to that referenced in CIRIA 116 Design of
reinforced grass waterways (CIRIA, 1987).

Middle Level Barrier
Bank Works
We are raising the Middle Level Barrier
Bank between Earith and Welmore Lake
Sluice. Other associated works include:

We started construction work in 2017 and
expect to finish in 2022 and the amount
of material we will use to raise the Middle
Level Barrier Bank is 487,000 tonnes.
We can only do the work in line with the
working window set by Natural England
which is 15th July to 31st October.

• Building the foundation and walls for
fitting a demountable barrier at Welney
• Building a new wall at Welches
Dam Pumping Station;
• Extending a retaining wall at Sutton Gault; We have allowed further two years for the
• Decommissioning the Black
areas of newly seeded grass to establish
Sluice culvert (near Earith).
during 2023 and 2024. The grass plays an
important role in the stability of the bank and
it needs to be well established before we
can allow public access back onto the bank.

Ouse Washes
Programme

Ouse Washes RSPB
Reserve Bird Hides
We will need to return this year (2022) to
complete the bank works and undertake
haul road repairs and reinstatement. New
bird hides; Welches Dam, Rickwood and
Cottier have been installed. The remaining
2 bird hides will be installed during the
2021 season. The new bird hide that has
been replaced at Welches Dam is fully
equipped for disabled access and use.
We aim to complete the bird hides and
return all the bird hides back to the RSPB by
Autumn 2022. Once we complete the bank
works, the public footpath will remain closed
until a good grass growth is established.

Ouse Washes RSPB
Reserve Bird Hides

Public Footpath and
Bridleway Diversions
The public will be encouraged to
follow a diversion route and use the
footpaths along the Low Bank as an
alternative walking route. The footpath
diversion will be clearly marked, and
advance notices will be displayed.
Our contractor will maintain the diversion
for the duration of the works.
During the winter months, when no
construction work is taking place, the
Environment Agency’s haul road will be
available to use as a permissive route.
The grass is important on the reservoir
bank. As the grass grows, the roots help
to stabilise the bank and reduce erosion.
We use a mixture of different seeds to
get a variety of different grass species.
Over the winter and spring months we
regularly inspected the banks and grass
growth on sections of work that we had
completed. The grass is growing, and the
footpath diversions will stay in place until
there is sufficient cover on the bank.

Footpath Diversions
Footpaths Closed

Footpaths Open

To see footpath diversion for Sutton Gault
to A142, Mepal, click here.

Sutton Gault to Earith, South Level
Barrier Bank – Sutton Gault to Short
Drove, Earith Sluice to Short Drove.

To see footpath diversion for A142,
Mepal to Welches Dam, click here.
There is no diversion for Welches
Dam to Railway Bridge.
To see footpath diversion for Railway bridge
to Welney, click here.
To see footpath diversion for Welney to
Welmore Lake Sluice as of June, click here.

Middle Level Barrier
Bank Works

Middle Level Barrier
Bank Works

Middle Level Barrier
Bank Works

Middle Level Barrier
Bank Works

Middle Level Barrier
Bank Works

Ouse Washes Challenges
While working on the Ouse Washes project
we have been faced with many challenges
along the way. The challenges started right
from the very beginning of the works.
Evolving design and material
inconsistency: We came across areas
of the bank that need more material than
we expected. This resulted in a change to
the intended bank profile, increasing the
footprint of the Middle Level Barrier Bank
and the need to import more material.
Noise disruption: Due to the nature of this
project working in the flat landscape of the
Fens, noise disruption is a big challenge
every year. We try to limit the noise we
make as much as we can. We try to avoid
machinery standing idle, we limit the working
hours as much as possible and we monitor
noise levels to make sure we don’t exceed
acceptable threshold levels. We also used
low-noise plant to reduce the noise levels.

Ouse Washes Challenges
Material deliveries: Listening to
communities we recognise that delivering
the clay to site may be more disruptive
than we thought. We installed a temporary
access bridge direct from the quarry to the
bank to reduce this impact and the number
of lorries using local roads. We developed
a traffic management plan for deliveries
made by road and wherever possible we use
routes that take lorries away from towns and
villages. The haulage company briefs drivers
every day to ensure they understand which
route they must use and are monitored to
make sure they comply with their instruction.
Public footpaths: Unauthorised access
to the closed public footpaths has caused
some challenges. There has been
some confusion over which parts of the
bank can be accessed once the works
have been finished and there have been
problems due to signage and fencing
being removed. Because of this, there
have been parts of the bank that have
needed more work and taken longer for
the grass to establish. We are using
signage, newsletters, Parish Councils and
social media to highlight where footpaths
are closed, and which ones are open.

Trespass and vandalism: This has been a
concern for the site team during the working
day and out of hours. The security fencing and
gates are often vandalised; Materials from
site have been thrown into the watercourses
resulting in staff having the tricky task of
retrieving them; Plant operators have been
subjected to abuse and rocks have been
thrown at them and their machinery. We ask
local communities to be vigilant to any damage,
unauthorised access to site or unacceptable
behaviour towards our team and report it to
us so that we can deal with it promptly.

Ouse Washes Challenges
Weather: Because we have such a short
working window for environmental reasons
(16 weeks every year), any wet weather
significantly affects our ability to continue
working on site. Once it rains we must stop
work as the clay becomes very slippery
and dangerous for machinery and staff to
work with. The rain saturates and floods
the haul roads making it difficult to work
on the dry days. We use pumps to try and
remove the water from the haul roads,
but in some cases, it is impossible to travel
along, which means the work is delayed
or postponed. We had particularly wet
conditions in 2019 and 2020 which have
delayed our construction programme.
Working in good, dry, warm weather
causes dust to blow over the flat Fen
landscape. With no rain to suppress this,
we use tractors and water bowsers to
drive along the haul roads to help to keep
the dust under control. These remain on
standby throughout the working season.

Natural England - working window: With
Natural England’s agreement any damage that
happens to the bank and haul roads over the
winter can often be repaired before the new
working window starts in July. This ensures we
have a functioning haul road ready for the start
of the construction season so we can make the
most of our summer working window. However,
there are restrictions to what we can do before
July, and we liaise with Natural England and
our other environmental stakeholders each
spring to agree what we can do, and where.

Ouse Washes Challenges
Space constraint: There is not much space
between the Middle Level Barrier Bank
and the Counter Drain to store materials,
manage deliveries and actually carry out
the bank raising work. When raising an
embankment the footprint gets wider so
this has to be accommodated too. This
reduced space means that in some locations
we have to use smaller construction
plant, resulting in importing smaller
amounts of clay, which in turn increases
the time to complete those sections.
Unplanned roadworks: Roadworks along
the A10 and the A142 in 2020 caused delays
in delivery of our clay. We had to find an
alternative delivery route at short notice. We
continue to liaise with the local councils to
try avoid this situation happening again. We
are working with Norfolk County Council
to coordinate the Welney Wash Road
closure and their programme of works.

Year 6 Works Programme
We still have some bank raising and
haul road improvement works to finish
which we couldn’t complete last summer
because of the wet weather. This will take
approximately 5 weeks to complete.
For more detailed information for
how we are working this year refer
to our most recent newsletter.
Due to the environmental constraints on the
Ouse Washes, we can only work between
15 July and 31 October. However, we are
currently working with Natural England
to agree on early start and extend the
working window for this year. We will use
this time to do winter repairs and haul road
work before the main works start in July.

• April – June: Ecological surveys
and grass cuts full length of the
Middle Level Barrier Bank

• June: Start construction of the

demountable flood barrier in Welney

• June – July: Haul road repairs
• July – Oct: Repair any flood damage
sustained during the winter

• July – Oct: Finish bank raising work

between Welches Dam and the railway
bridge and install the final bird hide at
the Ouse Washes RSPB Reserve

• October: Full project completion with

grass maintenance to continue for 2 years

We will continue to keep you updated on the
progress of the project.

A1101 Welney Wash Road
Demountable Flood Barrier
When the Washes is flooded the
Environment Agency Flood Incident team will
advise the Norfolk County Council highways
team of the depth of water in the river and
they will then will decide when to close
the (A1101) Welney Wash Road.
When the water level rises to a higher,
predetermined level, we need to build a
temporary flood barrier across the road to
stop the water spilling into Welney village.
The last time we created such a barrier
was in the winter 2012/13. We currently
use 1-tonne sandbags to do this. This is
costly in terms of labour and the waste it
produces. It takes time and resources to
obtain, transport and install the sandbags.
As part of the bank raising work we are
doing to comply with the Reservoirs Act, we
need to provide a more robust barrier on
the Welney Wash Road where it intersects
the Middle Level Barrier Bank. We have
sourced a demountable barrier option that
will provide the robust flood protection
solution and will be bespoke to Welney.

We will build a short concrete support
wall on each side of the road to connect
the temporary barrier to. We will also
build a concrete slab across the road
to attach the barrier to while it’s in use.
To do this work we will need to close
the road for approximately 5 weeks.
We have submitted our application for the
road closure to Norfolk County Council.
These are the key dates we have put in
our application to Norfolk County Council.
Work start date: 13/06/2022
• 13/06/2022 to 19/07/2022
- 2-way traffic lights
• 20/07/2022 to 25/08/2022
- Full road closure
• 26/08/2022 to 16/09/2022 - 2-way traffic
lights for footpath reinstatement works
During construction there will not be any
pedestrian, fishing or vehicular access to
the Middle Level Barrier Bank. Please see
our diversion routes here: citizen space

To view Flood Control International
video, click here.

Welney Demountable Flood
Barrier Works 2022
In order to build the flood barrier’s concrete
foundations and walls, we will need to close
the road for approximately 5-6 weeks. We
held an online consultation between March
and September 2020 to ask stakeholders
and communities of the Ouse Washes their
views on when would be the best time to
close the road. The results of this survey
showed that the preferred working period
is during the school summer holidays,
in the period June, July and August.
In order to fit in with the revised construction
programme, the demountable flood barrier
will be constructed in 2022, once all the
bank raising work has been completed.

Ouse Washes S10 Works - Welney Barrier current construction programme

Welney Demountable
Flood Barrier Works 2022
The Welney Barrier foundation, walls
and fittings will take approximately
14 weeks to complete.
A full road closure will be required for 5-6
weeks. The closure is necessary due to
the excavation depth and the number
of services buried under the road.
We need to:
• Build the formwork/temporary mould
• Install the reinforcement.
• Cast the concrete and wait for
it to set (which can take up to
28 days to reach strength).
• Reinstate the road surface and footpath.
• Before the road opens the team
will conduct a training exercise
and demonstration.
We will need all the available road space
to do this. Works will be undertaken
using temporary traffic lights before
and after the road closure.
To view the Welney demountable flood
barrier works FAQ, click here.
To view Flood Control International
video, click here.

Community Engagement
Over the past 6 years we have engaged
with the public in so many different ways.
We have enjoyed getting to know so many
people and getting involved in many events.

We will be holding an information dropin event where we will be showcasing the
works to date and what is next for this years
work.

Not only do we send out our regular updates
and hold drop-in events, we have done
school visits, careers fairs and had fun with
our rock hunt.

We will have up to date information
regarding the Welney demountable flood
barrier construction programme and road
closure.

We visited Sutton Primary School and
worked with year 4, we took in some
materials such as clay, stone, mud and sand.
We asked the children to build their own
dams to stop the water flooding through it.
We did this so the children would understand
why what we are doing is so important.
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We have been to many careers fairs over
the years to promote the Civil Engineering
industry and Women in Construction. We
have taken in our drone and let the kids
have a go with it and see how it works.

Between 10.00am and 2.00pm

In summer 2018 we joined in with the rock
hunting trend. We painted several rocks with
designs relating to the Ouse Washes. Every
rock had a number on the back and when
our surgeries were open, you could come
along with your rock number and find an
information sheet about that rock and a bag
of sweets for the children.
Now that the Coronavirus restrictions have
been eased, we would like to restart our face
to face activities with the community.

WILLIAM MARSHALL CENTRE
HURN ROAD
WELNEY
WISBECH
PE14 9SD

Further Information
Following completion of the bank raising
works, the Middle Level Barrier Bank will be
carefully monitored for two years, ensuring
that a good grass cover has established
to protect the bank slopes. The bank will
remain subject to regular inspections under
the Reservoirs Act.

If you would like any more information about
the Middle Level Barrier Bank Works project
go to our webpage or scan the QR Code.

The Ouse Washes will continue to protect
adjacent land from flooding for many years
to come.
For more information about the Ouse
Washes catchment, see Future Fens –
Flood Risk Management is a programme
of activity that’s been put in place to consider
what the future flood risk management
choices for the Great Ouse Fens might
look like.

Or contact:
EAN_Engagement@environment-agency.gov.uk

ARE YOU AT RISK OF FLOODING?
To find out more about whether your home is at risk of flooding or to register for our
free flood warning service call Floodline on 0345 988 1188 or visit www.gov.uk/flood.
You can also make a flood plan for your home so that you
are more prepared if flooding is expected.

